Research suggests that an 8-week mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) course may be effective for generalised anxiety disorder (GAD).
morbidity and healthcare utilisation. 3 Although cognitivebehavioural therapy (CBT) has been shown to be effective for treating GAD, 4 not all those treated are able to achieve a high level of functioning after treatment. 5 Moreover, there is often a shortage of CBT therapists and the individual therapeutic approach can be expensive in healthcare systems with limited resource. 6 This calls for the evaluation of other potential treatments such as group interventions that may be more cost-effective. Mindfulness-based interventions have been used and studied for a variety of physical and psychological conditions. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT), a psychological intervention developed by clinical psychologists based on mindfulness-based stress reduction with integration of cognitive-behavioural elements, has been shown to be effective in reducing relapse among people who have recurrent episodes of major depression [11] [12] [13] and is now being incorporated into the guidelines of the UK's National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) as a treatment option for those who have recurrent depression. [12] [13] [14] Most studies that evaluated the effectiveness of MBCT have been conducted among patients with recurrent depression. A limited number of studies have been conducted to evaluate the effects of MBCT in reducing anxiety and worry among people with GAD. Moreover, these studies have been limited by their study design such as not having a control group for comparison, [15] [16] [17] [18] having a small sample size [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] or no randomisation. 19 Mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR), without the cognitive components, has also been investigated previously, 20, 21 and more recently 22 a randomised controlled trial (RCT) comparing MBSR with an active control has shown promising results on the reduction of clinically relevant anxiety symptoms among patients with GAD. To our knowledge, the current study is one of the few studies that had included an active comparison group to evaluate the effectiveness of MBCT in reducing anxiety and worry levels among patients with GAD recruited from primary care and the community. We hypothesised that participants in the MBCT group would do better than those in a psychoeducation control group using CBT principles (psychoeducation) and also those in a usual care control group in terms of reducing anxiety symptoms in this population. We included psychoeducation as a comparison group for pragmatic reasons since psychoeducation group therapy using CBT principles has been suggested as a low-intensity intervention for people with GAD in primary care. 23 
Method
The protocol of this study has been published previously, 24 although the follow-up assessment for the usual care group ended at 5 months after baseline assessment because of changes in service provision in the local area (before the trial started there was a waiting time of 9-12 months for patients to be seen by a psychiatrist or a psychologist in public clinics, which was reduced to 6 months during the trial with a new service programme). In brief, this RCT (trial registration number: CUHK_CCT00267) included three study arms. There was an MBCT group led by trained instructors, a psychoeducation group using CBT principles led by clinical psychologists and a usual care control group whose participants were offered MBCT at the end of the 5 months after baseline assessment. Self-reported assessments were administered
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Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy v. group psychoeducation for people with generalised anxiety disorder: randomised controlled trial at similar time points, including baseline, 2 months after baseline assessment (immediately post-intervention for the treatment arms) and at 5 months after baseline assessment for all three arms. Both the MBCT and psychoeducation group were further followed up at 8 and 11 months after baseline assessment, whereas the usual care group was only followed up to 5 months after baseline assessment. The study was approved by the Clinical Research Ethics Committee (CREC) of the Joint Chinese University of Hong Kong -New Territories East Cluster. The CREC reference number is CRE-2009.353-T.
Participants
All participants were recruited from: (a) advertisements placed in the health education columns of local newspapers; (b) public general practice or family medicine clinics; and (c) non-governmental organisations and community centres that cater for people with chronic conditions. All recruited participants fulfilled the following criteria: (a) aged 21-65; (b) with a DSM-IV principal diagnosis 1 of GAD on a Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) and a score of 19 or above using the Chinese version of the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) at baseline; 25, 26 (c) could understand Cantonese; (d) were willing to attend either the MBCT or psychoeducation group sessions; (e) if they were on medications for anxiety, they needed to have been on stable doses for at least 2 months before starting the intervention.
Participants were excluded if they: (a) were illiterate as they would have been unable to complete the self-report assessment; (b) had psychiatric and medical comorbidities that were potentially life threatening (i.e. psychosis, suicidal ideation, terminal medical illness) or conditions expected to severely limit patient participation or adherence (such as psychosis, current substance misuse, dementia, pregnancy); (c) were currently seeing a cognitivebehavioural therapist or psychotherapist/counsellor for any psychological problems; and (d) undertook regular meditation or yoga practice (or had previously done so).
All interested participants were screened initially over the telephone, using these inclusion and exclusion criteria, by trained research assistants with a graduate degree in psychology or public health. Those initially screened and deemed eligible were then scheduled a diagnostic interview with the principal investigator to further confirm eligibility using SCID and a structured questionnaire. They were screened for common psychiatric disorders (major depression, somatic symptoms, alcohol dependence and panic disorder) in primary care using the Primary Health Questionnaire (PHQ). 27 Among participants who screened positive on the GAD schedule of the PHQ, the SCID was further conducted to confirm the GAD diagnosis by the principal investigator. Participants were then informed about their eligibility for the study and were further contacted according to the programme schedule once it was available. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants before taking part in this study and both the principal investigator and the research assistant were trained to use SCID by a psychiatrist.
Following the diagnostic interview, a simple randomisation method was used to randomly assign eligible participants to one of the three groups using the Microsoft Excel RAND function. For every batch of participants recruited, a third of the participants were randomised to the MBCT group, a third to the psychoeducation group and the rest to the control group. To ensure concealment of randomisation, a biostatistician who was not part of this study pre-generated random numbers from a normal distribution. Participants were ranked in order according to their generated values. Participants ranked in the top third of the list were assigned to group A, the middle third to group B and the remaining ones to group C, where A, B and C represents the treatment the patient will receive (for example A, MBCT group; B, psychoeducation group; C, control group) and only the research coordinator could decode it. The timing and venue of the classes for the two intervention groups were arranged to avoid interaction and exchange of information between participants in these two groups.
Treatment arms

MBCT group
Five MBCT groups were led by two clinical psychologists and one social worker who were all experienced in leading an MBCT group. All of them had attended intensive MBCT and MBSR training retreats and had both practised and conducted MBCT with patients for at least 2 years. The intervention consisted of weekly sessions for 8 weeks each lasting 2 h involving up to 15 participants. Our intervention programme followed the MBCT for depression protocol published in the book by Segal et al. 12 Modifications were made by a team of MBCT instructors in order to make the intervention more suitable for people with anxiety disorders with the cognitive-behavioural components dealing with depression being replaced by components dealing with anxiety. This included discussing the cognitive-behavioural model of GAD in session two, automatic anxiety thoughts in session four, reactive-avoidance and ruminative worrying in session five and the development of an action plan in line with personal values and relapse prevention of anxiety in session seven.
The session summary can be found in online supplement DS1. During the intervention period, participants in this group were given daily homework exercises including guided awareness exercises via audio instruction on compact discs, which included sitting meditation, body scan and mindful movements. Moreover, shorter unguided awareness exercises such as the 3 min breathing space were also included in the homework, with the aim of increasing moment-by-moment awareness of feelings, thoughts and bodily sensations together with exercises designed to integrate the application of mindfulness skills into daily activities. All sessions were audiotaped with a subset reviewed to ensure the fidelity of the programme. All participants were instructed to practise mindfulness meditation for 45 min a day.
Psychoeducation group
The psychoeducation intervention was designed to be comparable with MBCT in terms of the course structure and the therapist's contact time and attention, with participants having to comply with an agenda during each session with a similar amount of homework assignments to that of the MBCT group. As for the MBCT group, it consisted of weekly sessions for 8 weeks each lasting 2 h involving up to 15 participants with didactic teaching and minimal group interaction and discussion. The content of the teaching was based on White's book Treating Anxiety and Stress, a handbook that is used by clinical psychologists to help people cope with anxiety using the cognitive-behavioural approach. 28 A brief description of the schedule of psychoeducation is presented in online supplement DS2. The topics included preparing for stress control, learning about stress, controlling one's body, thoughts and action; controlling one's panic, insomnia, depression and future. In addition to the didactic teaching content, simple relaxation skills such as muscle relaxation skills were also taught during class although instructors were asked, as best as they could, not to teach any skills in a way that may enhance mindfulness. Two clinical psychologists with at least 2 years' experience in CBT practice or teaching were employed to lead the psychoeducation groups.
Participants in the usual care (control) group did not receive any specific intervention but they are allowed unrestricted access to primary care services. In Hong Kong, the average consultation time for public primary care clinics is about 6 min and it is often difficult for doctors to have enough time to deal with patients' emotional problems. The waiting time for referral to be seen by mental health service specialists is at least 6 months.
Outcome measures
Participants' demographic information including age, gender, marital status, education levels, monthly income, religious beliefs and number of family members were also collected at baseline. All outcome measures and details of health service utilisations were collected at similar time points (baseline, 2 months after baseline assessment and 5 months after baseline assessment) for all three groups. Participants randomised to either of the intervention groups (MBCT or psychoeducation) were further followed for another 6 months and both primary and secondary outcome measures were assessed at 8 and 11 months after baseline assessment.
The primary outcome measures were clinically relevant anxiety symptoms measured by the Chinese version of the BAI and worry symptoms measured by the Penn State Worry Questionnaire (PSWQ) 5 months after baseline assessment (3 months postintervention). [29] [30] [31] [32] Secondary outcome measures included: clinically relevant depressive symptoms measured by the validated Chinese version of the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D), with the cut-off point of 16 being used to indicate 'significant' depressive symptoms; 33 the validated Chinese version of the Medical Outcomes Study Short-Form Health Survey (SF-12), the Mental Component Summary (MCS-12) and Physical Component Summary (PCS-12), which reported health-related quality of life; 34 and the Chinese version of the Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire (FFMQ). 35, 36 Both primary and secondary outcome measures data were collected at baseline, 2, 5, 8 and 11 months after baseline assessment.
Statistical analysis
To investigate significant changes over time, linear mixed models (LMM) were conducted for both primary and secondary outcomes following the intention-to-treat principle. A two-sided P-value of 0.05 or less was considered to be statistically significant. The use of LMM provided the means to include participants with incomplete data (missed 1 or 2 questionnaires) to assess the treatment effect over time (i.e. trend or group6time interaction). In our models, intervention group, time and the interactions between the intervention group and time were treated as fixed factors, and an unstructured covariance structure was employed. Statistical analysis of the primary and secondary outcome measures, including BAI, PSWQ, CES-D, SF-12, FFMQ as well as health service utilisation over time were made. In addition, to account for differences in treatment effect as a result of difference in adherence among the two intervention groups, complier-adjusted causal effect (CACE) analysis was conducted according to the causal framework and estimation approaches described previously. [37] [38] [39] The outcome was the change in BAI score from baseline to 5 months after baseline assessment. We defined CACE as the difference in mean BAI score change between the compliers in the two intervention groups and the compliers in the control group. Participants were defined as compliers if they have complied with at least 80% of classes (i.e. 57 classes attended), a commonly used cut-off. 40, 41 Treatment specific (MBCT/ psychoeducation) CACE was estimated. Standard errors were obtained by bootstrapping technique. 37 The CACE analysis was conducted using R, all other analyses were conducted in PASW Statistics 18.
Sample size calculation
At the time of the trial no studies had compared MBCT with an active control for people with GAD therefore the research findings from a study that compared CBT with an education group were used for sample size calculation. 42 Assuming a common standard deviation of 7.4 and that the average mean change in BAI score at post-intervention for patients in the MBCT group was 5.6, that in the psychoeducation group it was 2.0 and that in the usual care group it was 1.1 with a type I error of 5% and 80% power to detect statistically significant differences between the MBCT and psychoeducation group, as well as MBCT and the usual care group, the required sample size was 53 participants per group. With a presumed drop-out rate of 30%, we aimed to recruit 76 participants per group.
Results
A total of 1209 potential participants were screened by telephone for eligibility. Among these, 263 participants with anxiety symptoms were scheduled for diagnostic interviews and to confirm their eligibility with the principal investigator. In the end, 182 participants who met the inclusion criteria were randomised. Two participants from the MBCT group and one from the psychoeducation group dropped out before the start of the intervention because of time constraints. Four participants who were not happy with the randomisation results quit the usual care control group immediately without returning the baseline questionnaires. Details of the recruitment process are shown in Fig. 1 .
The mean age of our sample was 50 years (s.d. = 10). The majority of our participants were women (79%). The demographic characteristics of our participants are presented in Table 1 . All participants scored more than 16 (the cut-off threshold for having clinically relevant depressive symptoms) on the CES-D and thus were comorbid with depressive symptoms. A total of 61 participants (33.5%) had been taking regular medication for treating GAD and/or depressive symptoms for more than 2 months, with 26 people in the MBCT group (42.6%), 14 in the psychoeducation group (23.0%) and 21 in the usual care group (35.0%).
The mean number of classes attended was 6.4 (s.d. = 1.9) for the MBCT group and 7.1 (s.d. = 1.5) for the psychoeducation group. In total, 43 (71%) participants in the MBCT group attended six or more sessions, 24 of whom (39%) attended all eight sessions. Whereas in the psychoeducation group, 54 (89%) participants attended six or more sessions and more than half (56%) completed all eight psychoeducation sessions (see online Table DS1 ). No significant differences were observed on baseline outcome measures between the completers and the non-completers.
Effects on primary outcome measures
The BAI scores in both the MBCT and psychoeducation groups decreased significantly at 2 and 5 months after baseline assessment with no change observed for the usual care group. The estimated means and 95% confidence intervals as generated by the LMM procedure were used to produce the trajectories in Fig. 2(a) . At 2 and 5 months after baseline assessment, a significant relative change of score was revealed between the MBCT v. usual care 1209 callers were screened over the telephone for initial eligibility 263 callers with anxiety symptoms (BAI519) were scheduled for diagnostic interview with the PI 182 participants were randomised
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Analysed usual care n = 56 groups and between the psychoeducation v. usual care groups (Table 2) . No differences were found in BAI scores between the MBCT and psychoeducation groups at any time point. Overall, LMM demonstrated a significant group6time interaction (F(4,148) = 5.10, P = 0.001).
For the PSWQ scores in the MBCT, psychoeducation and usual care groups, the estimated means and 95% confidence intervals as generated by the LMM procedure were used to produce trajectories in Fig. 2(b) . At 5 months after baseline assessment, but not at 2 months after the baseline assessment, a significant relative change of score was revealed between the psychoeducation v. usual care groups but not between the MBCT v. usual care or MBCT v. psychoeducation groups ( Table 2) .
As stated previously, participants in the usual care group were followed up only until 5 months after the baseline assessment. Thus, follow-up data at 8 and 11 months after baseline assessment were only available for the MBCT and the psychoeducation groups. Both BAI and PSWQ scores continued to decrease significantly within the MBCT and psychoeducation groups at 8 and 11 months after baseline assessment (i.e. significant time effect) but there were no significant group differences between the psychoeducation and MBCT groups at these two time points (Fig. 2) .
Effects on secondary outcome measures
Statistical analysis showed a significant group6time interaction (CES-D: F(4,54) = 3.6, P = 0.08; MCS-12: F(4,147) = 4.5, P = 0.002) in the CES-D and MCS-12 scores. As shown in Figs 3(a) and 3(c), significant improvements over time were observed only within the psychoeducation group for the CES-D and MCS-12. Significant group differences were seen for these two scales between the psychoeducation and usual care groups at 2 and 5 months after baseline assessment. However, no significant group differences were observed between the MBCT and usual care groups or the MBCT and psychoeducation groups at these time points. Moreover, there was no significant group difference in these outcomes between the MBCT and psychoeducation groups at 8 and 11 months.
In terms of mindfulness, there was a group6time interaction (F(4,148) = 3.6, P = 0.008) for the FFMQ. Scores on the FFMQ in both the MBCT and psychoeducation groups increased significantly at 2 and 5 months after baseline assessment (Fig. 3(d) ). The significant change in scores was also reported for the MBCT v. usual care and psychoeducation v. usual care groups at 2 and 5 months after baseline assessment. No group difference was observed between the MBCT and psychoeducation groups.
Based on the 8 and 11 months after baseline assessment result, both the intervention groups showed significant improvements on the CES-D, PCS-12, MCS-12 and FFMQ scores, however there was no statistically significant difference between the two groups (Fig. 3) .
Differences in number of medical visits made per month was only observed at 5 months after baseline assessment between the psychoeducation and the usual care groups (P = 0.025), but not between the MBCT v. psychoeducation groups or between the MBCT v. usual care groups.
CACE analysis
There was no statistically significant difference in class attendance between the two intervention groups (Table DS1 , Fisher exact test P = 0.2147) or when we dichotomised patients into compliers or non-compliers (w 2 -test P = 0.074). In addition, no baseline covariate was shown to be significantly associated with the complier status. The CACE estimates obtained for MBCT and psychoeducation were 78.56 (s.e. = 3.85) and 78.73 (s.e. = 2.41) respectively.
Discussion
Our study is the first that has compared MBCT with a low-intensity structured evidence-based intervention 23 and a usual care control group. We had initially hypothesised that MBCT would be better than both psychoeducation and usual care in the reduction of anxiety and worry symptoms but this hypothesis was not supported. Our results showed that both MBCT and psychoeducation were better than usual care in the reduction of anxiety among people with GAD and that psychoeducation was better than usual care in helping to reduce worry symptoms, but only at the 5-month time point after baseline assessment. There was no statistically significant difference in primary outcomes between the psychoeducation and MBCT groups and we were unable to tell whether the lack of difference observed between these groups was statistically significant as the study was not powered to test for equivalence between the two interventions. However, the differences in outcomes between the MBCT and psychoeducation groups appear to be quite small and are likely to be of limited clinical significance. We also found that psychoeducation may have additional beneficial effects on the reduction of depressive symptoms and an improvement in mental health-related quality of life.
We are uncertain about the reasons for the superior effects of psychoeducation on worry and depressive symptoms, mental health-related quality of life as well as the higher attendance of participants in the psychoeducation group. We can speculate that culture-specific effects may have affected treatment expectancy and efficacy among patients. Although Hong Kong is a city and part of Asia with a long tradition of meditation practice (for example in Buddhism), the format and teaching of psychoeducation may be seen as a more scientific and modern Western approach when compared with that of MBCT (the majority of the contents of which is based on the teaching of meditation and can be perceived as similar to an ancient religious practice).
Findings from other studies Although there are a lack of studies evaluating the efficacy of MBCT in reducing anxiety symptoms among people with GAD or comparing MBCT with group psychoeducation based on CBT principles, Koszycki and colleagues have compared the efficacy of 8-week MBSR, not MBCT, with a 12-week group CBT for patients with social anxiety disorder. 43 They showed that although patients in both treatment groups improved in terms of anxiety symptoms, patients receiving the group CBT had a significantly larger reduction in their anxiety symptom scores, although the two interventions were similar in improving other aspects of mood, functionality and quality of life. More recently, Hoge et al 22 have conducted an RCT evaluating the effects of MBSR, not MBCT, on anxiety and stress reactivity among people with GAD among 93 participants. They showed that MBSR was superior to an active control consisting of stress management didactic health education in reducing anxiety measured by both the BAI and Clinical Global Impression Scales. However, we must be cautious when comparing these findings with those of our study's since we have employed a different comparison group. We have used a didactic psychoeducation group using CBT principles plus relaxation skills training instead of a group CBT treatment as described by Koszycki et al 43 (group CBT assumed to be high intensity and psychoeducation assumed to be low intensity) or simple didactic presentations on stress management (assumed to have lower intensity since no CBT principles were introduced) as described by Hoge et al. 22 The lack of observed superiority of a mindfulness intervention to psychoeducation as was shown in Hoge et al 15 thus may have been because of the fact that our psychoeducation intervention may produce more therapeutic effects than the simple use of stress management education. Moreover, we also included simple relaxation skills, in the psychoeducation intervention, that may have added additional therapeutic effects. These differences in findings thus may make sense if we consider our psychoeducation group intervention to be a psychological intervention with lower intensity than that of a group CBT treatment, but of higher intensity than that of a stress management health education programme.
Challenges measuring mindfulness
Another unexpected findings of this study is that both the MBCT and psychoeducation groups showed improvements on 'mindfulness' as measured by the FFMQ. Although studies have been conducted to validate a number of scales to measure mindfulness, findings have been inconsistent. 44 The current findings suggest that either the FFMQ is indeed not sensitive enough to measure the construct of mindfulness or that people who were randomised to the psychoeducation group did experience a change in their awareness or mindfulness as a result of the psychoeducation received, although the question of whether mindfulness can be measured using questionnaires remains. Furthermore, the main effect of group and time remained significant after adjusting for the FFMQ suggests that the FFMQ may not be a sensitive enough instrument to measure the positive changes associated with participation in a mindfulness intervention (results not shown).
Limitations
There are a number of limitations in our current study. First, there was much lower adherence in the MBCT group than the psychoeducation group. The mean number of sessions attended by participants randomised to the MBCT group was fewer than that of those randomised to the psychoeducation group. As a result, the attrition rate might have contributed to the smaller improvement on the other measured outcomes when compared with the participants randomised to the psychoeducation group, although our CACE analysis did not demonstrate any significant difference in outcomes because of adherence effect.
In this study, we initially aimed to recruit 228 participants with a presumed drop-out rate of 30% (159 participants) and we ended up recruiting 178 participants with 4 participants (2%) dropping out of the study without any baseline data. At the end of the intervention, 55 (90%), 54 (89%) and 48 (80%) questionnaires were collected in the MBCT, psychoeducation and usual care groups respectively, and a lower proportion of questionnaires were collected at the later time points. To account for the missing data because of non-returned or incomplete questionnaires, we used LMMs and have followed the intention-to-treat principle but the findings could have been affected by the incomplete data.
Third, our outcome measures were based on self-reported questionnaires collected at similar time points. Although all scales used in this study were validated, no clinician-rated instruments or diagnostic interviews were used at follow-up. As a result, we did not know whether the improvements in anxiety symptoms led to clinical remission of GAD.
Fourth, for ethical reasons we were only able to compare the two interventions (MBCT and psychoeducation) with the usual care group up to 3 months after treatment as it was unethical not to initiate treatment among these participants when the waiting time for psychiatric services was reduced. As a result, long-term findings were only available for the two intervention groups.
Fifth, we have included participants who at the time of recruitment had at least moderate levels of generalised anxiety symptoms, based on validated self-reported questionnaires, and the majority of participants were recruited via advertisements. As a result, we cannot generalise our results to patients who experience a milder degree of anxiety symptoms or to all patients in clinical settings and there may have been a selection bias of recruited participants being more motivated when compared with those patients seen in clinics.
Sixth, due to the design of our study, we were unable to tell whether differences between both the MBCT and psychoeducation interventions and usual care at 5 months were simply the result of differences in attention/time offered to participants rather than specific effects related to the content of either therapeutic modality, although there is established evidence that supports the effectiveness of psychoeducation for reducing anxiety symptoms.
Finally, we had two primary outcome measures and two comparisons in this study that could have caused a type I error because of multiple testing. However, our findings on performing Bonferroni correction (results not shown) show that the effects of the interventions on primary outcomes after correction remain largely the same.
Implications
This RCT showed that although participants from both the MBCT and psychoeducation groups had a significant decrease in anxiety symptoms as compared with the usual care group, psychoeducation appears to have greater acceptability and beneficial effects on worry symptoms and reduction in depressive symptoms among patients with GAD in this population. Future studies should be conducted to explore whether there are specific patient populations or unique patient characteristics that may be more suitable for either MBCT or group psychoeducation using CBT principles. In this respect, recent research has suggested that anxiety sensitivity 45 or stress reactivity 15 may differentially moderate treatment outcomes in CBT and adapted MBSR for anxiety disorders. 
